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Animal of the Month 
Okapi 

Classroom Connections: Science: life science; animals; camouflage

 Animal Fast Facts
• Okapis are about the size 

of ponies.
• They eat leaves, shoots, twigs, 

and berries.
• They live only in the Ituri Forest 

of Central Africa.

Follow-up Activity
The okapi’s black-and-white leg 
markings help it blend in with 
shadows in the rainforest. What 
other animals can you name that use 
camouflage? How do those animals 
hide in their surroundings? How are 
those ways of camouflage similar to 
the okapi’s? How are they different?
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This month, Discovery is all about the fascinating world of games. Read the 
article, and then take the quiz below to see how much you know about 
games. Hint: Skim the text, illustrations, and photo captions for answers.

Answers: 1b, 2a, 3a, 4b, 5c, 6c, 7a, 8b

Connections: Language Arts: reading comprehension; understanding 
informational text
Media Literacy
History
Sports and Games

Discovery
Game On

Game On Quiz
1. The world’s biggest jigsaw  
puzzle is a picture of a
  a) pizza
  b) lotus flower
  c) city skyline
2. The board game Candy Land  
was invented in the
  a) 1940s
  b) 1960s
  c) 1980s
3. Experts think the Pokémon 
trading card game is good for your
  a) brain 
  b) eyes
  c) heart
4.The board game believed to be 
the world’s oldest is called
  a) Planet
  b) Senet 
  c) Chess

5.  In 1958’s Tennis for Two video game, 
a dot is bounced back and forth 
between two:
  a) tennis players
  b) racquets
  c) lines
6.  The Blanket Toss is 
  a) a high-flying Inuit game
  b) a way for Inuit hunters 
  of the past to spot animals
  c) both a) and b)
7.  The most popular video game 
ever is
  a) Minecraft
  b) Mario Kart
  c) Pac-Man
8.  Some people believe the four suits 
on playing cards represent the four
  a) compass directions
  b) seasons
  c) elements
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Comic 
Community Kindness 
Olympics 

Before you read this month’s 
story, predict what you think it’s 
about by looking at the title and 
illustrations. What makes you think 
that? Then read the comic and 
highlight some of the main ideas 
from the text. Talk about why the 
ideas featured in the magazine can 
help spread kindness. 

Next, host your own Community 
Kindness Olympics: you can do 
it with your class, your family, 
or people you know and trust 
in your neighbourhood.  At the 
end of the week, present each 
participant with their own medal 
to acknowledge their participation 
and effort in sharing kindness.

Follow-up Activities
 1. Look back on your week and think about what activities went well 
  and which ones were more challenging. What will you do differently 
  next week? Can you think of other ways of being kind to people?
 2. How did you feel during the Kindness Olympics? Did your feelings 
  change as the week went on? If so, in what ways?

Classroom Connections: 
Language Arts: reading; reading comprehension; understanding informational text; 
predictions
Character Education: empathy; social-emotional learning


